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Abstract— This tutorial paper will discuss the development
of novel state-of-the-art control approaches and theory for com-
plex systems based on machine intelligence in order to enable
full autonomy. Given the presence of modeling uncertainties, the
unavailability of the model, the possibility of cooperative/non-
cooperative goals and malicious attacks compromising the secu-
rity of teams of complex systems, there is a need for approaches
that respond to situations not programmed or anticipated in
design. Unfortunately, existing schemes for complex systems do
not take into account recent advances of machine intelligence.
We shall discuss on how to be inspired by the human brain
and combine interdisciplinary ideas from different fields, i.e.
computational intelligence, game theory, control theory, and
information theory to develop new self-configuring algorithms
for decision and control given the unavailability of model,
the presence of enemy components and the possibility of
network attacks. Due to the adaptive nature of the algorithms,
the complex systems will be capable of breaking or splitting
into parts that are themselves autonomous and resilient. The
algorithms discussed will be characterized by strong abilities of
learning and adaptivity. As a result, the complex systems will
be fully autonomous, and tolerant to communication failures.

Index Terms— Autonomy, cyber-physical systems, complex
systems, networks, machine intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous systems have been studied for many years
with the hope of achieving human-like performance in solv-
ing certain problems. There has been a recent resurgence in
the field of machine intelligence and autonomy owing to the
introduction of new topologies, training algorithms and VLSI
implementation techniques. The potential benefits of intelli-
gent systems such as parallel distributed processing, high
computation rates, fault tolerance and adaptive capability,
have lured researchers from different fields to seek solution
to their complicated problems. Autonomy is a capability that
enables a particular action of a system to be automatic or,
within programmed boundaries, i.e. “self-governing”.
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Decentralization, uncertainty and complexity are several
issues that cannot be handled with classical control methods.
The power of adaptation and machine intelligence, is the
underlying foundation of autonomous technology in order
to enable manpower efficiencies, rapid response in harsh
environments and enable capabilities beyond human limits
and across operational domains. There is a need to integrate
human cognitive models to advance human-agent feedback
loops, optimize trust/transparency and advance data decision
models. Furthermore, networks of autonomous complex sys-
tems must have secure communication protocols while their
operators expand shared perception and problem solving
across multiple agents and advance guidance and control.
Complex systems consisting of cooperating/non-cooperating,
humans and manned/unmanned airborne or ground vehicles,
and their interactions and structure of group communication
protocols, can yield unexpected behaviors.

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) have received much atten-
tion due to their integration and potential application in a
variety of systems such as biological models (e.g. infectious
diseases) [76] and social networks [10], [65], human/robot
interaction systems [41], Internet [26], transportation systems
[45], cyber-security (e.g. malware spreading) [2], [33], [70],
[73], [82], [83], unmanned aerial/underwater vehicles [30],
sensor networks [63], power networks [80] and mobile
robotics [69]. Those systems are large, complex, dynamic,
and highly nonlinear in their global behavior.

Synchronization of all the subsystems interacting through
a communication network, to a leader behavior has been the
main subject of consensus and distributed control algorithms
[19], [37], [62], [68] since the work of [81]. The afore-
mentioned results mostly focus on interacting multi-agent
systems with only single or double-integrator dynamics,
while most of the real applications have general dynamics
that are difficult to model [11], [32].

Due to the highly uncertain and dynamic nature of con-
flict, enabling autonomous agents to gracefully adapt to
mission and environmental changes is a very challenging
task. These capabilities are necessary against insurgencies,
where enemy combatants quickly adapt to new strategies
and tactics. Full autonomy will enable mission tailoring,
reconfigurability of the control to allow for safe recovery,
improved responsiveness and agility, the ability to change
missions without exchanging forces, and general adaptability
to changing environmental conditions. The ability to syn-
chronize activities between humans and machines, provides
an important strategic capability. Teams of humans and



autonomous robots, have common team objectives as well
as individual and adversarial member objectives.

The balance between cooperative goals and adversarial
behavior forms the basis for team and individual decisions
in order to integrate intelligent machines with humans to
maximize mission performance in complex and contested
environments.

Large complex systems [22], [26], [29], [52], [61], [77]
that model the interactions in autonomous systems, are
subject to exhaustive modeling, rely on specific network
structure and offline computations and are fragile to inten-
tional attacks and purposeful removals of important nodes,
hence robustness to uncertainties, random attacks and ran-
dom failures is an important aspect. There is a need to
draw inspiration from recent neuro-physiological studies
of the perception mechanism of the human brain and the
processing pathways of the visual cortex to control complex
systems. Machine learning [79] ideas are being used as
an essential component to address problems in multi-agent
systems with diverse and selfish interests, traditional algo-
rithmic and distributed systems need to be combined with
the understanding of game-theoretic and economic issues
[74]. A lot of applications require cooperation of separate
agents to achieve global objectives and learning is an ideal
approach in the cases where classical optimization techniques
are infeasible [84]. A very good book describing the state of
decision algorithms in complex systems is given in [56].

In networked systems, an agent affects the agents who are
close enough to her. Using a distributed machine learning
approach by allowing agents to exchange what they have
learned, by sparse communication, the team does better
in terms of achieving its goals. However, as these agents
respond by adapting their behavior, more agents will feel
the consequences and eventually the choices made by a
single agent will propagate throughout the entire network
community. It has been shown that in order to combine the
advantages of adaptation through performance improvement,
one has to rely on ideas from an area of machine learning that
is called reinforcement learning [79]. Recently approximate
dynamic programming [16], [66], [88], [94] and game-theory
[12] has been shown to be a powerful tool to solve multi-
agent reinforcement learning problems in an adaptive way
forward in time while simultaneously guaranteeing optimal
performances, [15], [88]. The importance of learning algo-
rithms in real applications has been shown in [1] that pro-
poses applied apprenticeship learning algorithms for learning
control policies to helicopters flying in a very wide range of
highly aerobatics with a performance as close as to a human
expert pilot. There is an extensive research on complex sys-
tems coordination from several scientific societies including
control systems society [55] and computational intelligence
society [91]. The main disadvantages of most of the existing
work though is that it requires complete knowledge of the
system dynamics and in most of the cases cannot provide
any formal optimality guarantees. Two recent surveys are
given in [19] and [15] from the control system and from the
computational intelligence perspective respectively, where

the authors state that distributed multi-agent optimization is
a challenging task due to computational complexity issues
and modeling unavailability.

A survey of existing cyber-threats in multi-agent systems
and models of realistic and rational adversary models are
presented in [17] and [18]. Consensus in the presence of
persistent adversaries has been focused on detecting, identi-
fying and isolating the failing nodes [64]. These algorithms
are computationally expensive and most of the time they
use global information and specific graph connectivity. The
adversaries can easily drive the system unstable and make
the system operate with an undesired behavior. Thus it is
better to fight adversaries in the networks than guard against
them. Most of the cooperative algorithms proposed in the
literature either are not optimizing some performance criteria
[49] or they optimize global ones and solve the problem
offline with complicated Riccati matrix equations [71], [72].
The authors in [13] have evaluated the cost of every agent
by considering constant states for the other agents. In [93]
the authors propose a controller that suppresses the effect of
constant and time varying disturbances by using information
of agent’s and neighbors’ states. In [95] the authors pro-
pose a distributed resilient formation control algorithm that
consists of a formation control block that is adapted online
to minimize a local formation error function and an online
learning block to collect information in real time and update
the estimates of adversaries. The discussion in [34] states
the attack vulnerability of the US electrical grid and how
important is to focus on the development of intelligent and
robust resilient algorithms.

Structure

The remainder of the tutorial paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2 we provide the needed properties to make a
system fully autonomous. The properties are presented with
connections to CPS. Section 3 presents a unified frame-
work to design optimal trackers and regulators for fully au-
tonomous systems based on reinforcement learning. Section
4 builds upon the ideas in the previous two sections and
uses Q-learning based techniques to design model-free opti-
mization approaches to build autonomous complex networks.
The algorithms proposed are resilient and robust while
guaranteeing an optimal performance. Section 5 presents
real experiments of using machine intelligence to build
completely autonomous systems. Specifically it presents an
experiment, of an optimal path planning algorithm with a
Turtlebot. Finally Section 6 concludes and proposes new
future directions.

II. THE QUEST FOR AUTONOMY. ARE WE THERE YET?
ARE CPS A WAY TO BUILD AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS?

Achieving autonomy has been a dream for many years.
The term autonomous system has had different meanings
depending on who and when it was used. Attempts to
build autonomous vehicles by major corporations and grand
challenges by government funding agencies have captured
the public’s imagination. How much closer to this dream are



we today than we were 25 years ago? The issues surrounding
autonomy together with the needed properties that make a
system autonomous are briefly discussed and put in context.

A. Introduction to Autonomous Systems and Autonomous
Controllers

Systems with ever increasing degrees of autonomy are
more prevalent and important today than ever before. Well
known examples include Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV),
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV), office and res-
idential buildings that regulate their energy consumption
while adapting to the needs of their inhabitants (smart build-
ings), safety systems and environmentally friendly energy
systems in automobiles (smart cars, smart highways). The
trend towards increased autonomy has been around for cen-
turies. The recent surge is fueled primarily by technological
leaps in hardware and software and successes in integrating
tightly the physical and computer worlds, as in the CPS.
The recent successes in increasing autonomy in engineering
systems are only the beginning of many more to come.

Characteristics that are necessary for high degrees or
high levels of autonomy-yes there are levels or degrees
of autonomy-are emphasized here. As it will be noted,
adaptation and learning, failure diagnosis and identification,
control reconfiguration and planning are some of these
characteristics.

When one considers humans collaborating with engineered
systems, then the overall system that includes humans in the
loop may be considered (fully) autonomous with respect to
a set of goals. Depending on the role of the humans in the
loop and the level of control authority humans exert, the
remaining system, the part without the human operator, will
have different degrees or levels of autonomy. These ideas are
discussed here. It is important to point out that in our dis-
cussion of autonomy, the system under consideration always
has a set of goals to be achieved and a control mechanism
to achieve them. So in our view, every autonomous system
is a control system. It is useful to think of a system as being
surrounded by a boundary separating it from its environment.
The system acts upon its environment through its outputs
and receives inputs in the form of additional information or
disturbances. What the system includes within its boundary,
expressed via the particular system model used, depends of
course on the goals and the characteristics/properties used to
achieve its goals. It is useful to assume as a starting point that
the system may also include a human operator who acts as a
highly able controller. So in an automobile, if the goal is for
example to keep the vehicle inside a lane while traveling with
constant speed, the system may consist of the vehicle and
the driver where the system attains its goals in the presence
of uncertainties/disturbances, such as gust of wind and road
incline.

One can envision an autonomous system consisting of
two subsystems, a (sub-)system to be controlled (the plant,
as it is called in the control literature) and a controller to
be designed. Note that this separation of the plant and the
controller, which is common in the field of control systems

theory, may be somewhat restrictive in autonomous systems,
as the assumption that one can separate the plant from the
controller may not necessarily be true or easy to satisfy in
some cases. However it is a useful concept and it is used
here. The controller may include a human in the loop in
which case it may achieve full autonomy and we will call
such controller autonomous controller (meaning that such
controller is in itself an autonomous system with respect
to a new set of goals, that of providing the right kind or
control policies to the plant; or alternatively, a controller will
be called an autonomous controller if it causes the system
to become autonomous). The controller may achieve only
partial autonomy with or without the human in the loop
(meaning that it may need extra help from humans or other
systems to attain full autonomy), in which case we will
call such controller, controller with high or low degree of
autonomy (or a sub- or a semi-autonomous controller). An
example of an autonomous controller in an automobile is the
system consisting of the human driver and all the control
systems in the car with the plant being the vehicle and the
goals of the autonomous controller being to provide the right
steering and gas pedal commands so the vehicle maintains its
course within a lane and at certain (approximately) constant
speed. If one considers in this case the controller to consist
of just the control systems of the car without the driver then
the controller is not autonomous but semi-autonomous.

Here we present a view of autonomous systems and
autonomous controllers which is based on the report [3]
and earlier work [4]- [6]. One of the issues in the quoted
literature was the connection to and the meaning of the term
“Intelligent Control”. In [7] for example several definitions
of Intelligent Control were presented. The difficulty was,
and still is, the fact that what constitutes intelligence is
not universally agreed upon (today the IQ tests are still
controversial and are not widely used around the world)
and the issue is still debated, as there are many different
strong views. However, throughout [3]- [7] the main point
that was consistently made was that autonomy should be the
property of main interest and if for high degrees of autonomy
methods that are considered intelligent are used then the
name Intelligent Control may be justified. The expression
“Quest for Autonomy” makes this exact point that autonomy
is the property of interest, while the term Intelligent describes
in a eye catching way the methodologies used, not unlike
today’s term “Smart” which is used in many applications,
such as Smart Grid, Smart Phones, Smart Buildings etc. So
autonomy is the goal!

B. Autonomous Systems and Autonomous Controllers

It is important to stress again that in our discussion of
autonomy, the system under consideration always has a set
of goals to be achieved and a control mechanism, a controller,
to achieve them. This implies that every autonomous system
is a control system.

Autonomous means having the ability and authority for
self-government. A system is autonomous with regard to
a set of goals, and with respect to a set of influences



seen as disturbances (by humans or other systems), if
the goals are attained under these disturbances without
external interventions. A regular feedback control system
for example is autonomous with regard to stability goals and
with respect to certain level of external and internal distur-
bances. This is because stability is maintained even when
there are internal system parameter variations and external
disturbances. This robustness is due to feedback closed-
loop mechanism that compensates for uncertainties; on the
other hand, an open-loop system with feed-forward control
has none of these robustness properties and no autonomy
regarding stability with respect to parameter variations and
disturbances.

Alternatively, a perhaps more useful working definition
of an autonomous system is that a system has high or low
degree or level of autonomy regarding a goal. By high
degree/level of autonomy it is meant that the degree/level
of human intervention (or perhaps intervention by other
engineered systems) is low, while by low degree/level of
autonomy, a high degree/level of human intervention is
implied.

Human in the Loop and Adaptive Autonomy: Humans
or other systems may insert themselves at certain levels
of the functional hierarchy [3] that correspond to levels of
autonomy), and take over control functions. For example,
humans may insert themselves to take over planning, FDI,
learning functions Or they may insert themselves to take
over lower control functions e.g. a driver may want to take
over from the ABS system and perform the braking pumping
action herself. As mentioned above, this reference to levels
connects with the hierarchical functional architecture for the
autonomous controller discussed later in this paper.

Autonomous controllers have the ability and authority
for self-governance in the performance of control functions.
They are composed of a collection of hardware and software,
which can perform the necessary control functions, without
external intervention, over extended time periods. Note that
a controller will be called autonomous controller when its
functions make the system of interest an autonomous system.
Alternatively, an autonomous controller can be seen itself
as an autonomous system with goals to apply appropriate
controls that make the system of interest autonomous.

There are several degrees or levels of autonomy. A fully
autonomous controller should perhaps have the ability to
perform even hardware repair, if one of its components fails.
Note that conventional fixed controllers can be considered to
have a low degree of autonomy since they can only tolerate
a restricted class of plant parameter variations and distur-
bances. To achieve a high degree of autonomy, the controller
must be able to perform a number of functions in addition
to the conventional control functions such as tracking and
regulation. These additional functions may include the ability
to accommodate for drastic system failures, to plan and to
learn and operate over extended periods of time.

A hierarchical functional autonomous controller architec-
ture for a future spacecraft is described in [3] and references
therein; it is designed to ensure the autonomous operation

of the control system and it allows interaction with the pi-
lot/ground station and the systems on board the autonomous
vehicle. A command by the pilot or the ground station is
executed by dividing it into appropriate subtasks, which are
then performed by the controller. The controller can deal
with unexpected situations, new control tasks, and failures
within limits. To achieve this, high-level decision-making
techniques for reasoning under uncertainty and taking actions
must be utilized. These techniques, if used by humans,
are attributed to intelligent behavior. Hence, one way to
achieve autonomy, in some applications, is to utilize high-
level decision-making techniques, “intelligent” methods, in
the autonomous controller. Remember that autonomy is the
objective, and “intelligent” or “smart” controllers are one
way to achieve it.

C. Autonomous Controller Functions

Autonomous control systems must perform well under
significant uncertainties in the plant and the environment
for extended periods of time and they must be able to
compensate for system failures without external intervention.

Such autonomous behavior is a very desirable characteris-
tic of advanced systems. An autonomous controller provides
high-level adaptation to changes in the plant and environ-
ment. To achieve autonomy the methods used for control
system design should utilize both:

a) algorithmic-numeric methods, based on the state-of-
the-art conventional control, identification, estimation, and
communication theory, and

b) decision making-symbolic methods, such as the ones
developed in computer science (e.g., automata theory), and
specifically in the field of machine learning and Artificial
Intelligence (AI).

In addition to supervising and tuning the control algo-
rithms, the autonomous controller must also provide a high
degree of tolerance to failures. To ensure system reliability,
failures must first be detected, isolated, and identified (and if
possible contained), and subsequently a new control law must
be designed if it is deemed necessary. The autonomous con-
troller must be capable of planning the necessary sequences
of control actions to be taken to accomplish a complicated
task. It must be able to interface to other systems as well as
with a human operator, and it may need learning capabilities
to enhance its performance while in operation. It is for these
reasons that advanced planning and learning systems, among
others, must work together with conventional control systems
in order to achieve autonomy. The need for quantitative
methods to model and analyze the dynamical behavior of
such autonomous systems presents significant challenges.
The development of autonomous controllers requires signifi-
cant interdisciplinary research effort as it integrates concepts
and methods from areas such as control, identification,
estimation, and communication theory, computer science,
artificial intelligence, and operations research. Autonomous
controllers evolve from existing controllers in a natural way
fueled by actual needs.



D. Design Methodology - History

Conventional control systems are designed using mathe-
matical models of physical systems. A mathematical model,
which captures the dynamical behavior of interest is chosen
and then control design techniques are applied, aided by
software packages, to design the mathematical model of an
appropriate controller. The controller is then realized via
hardware or software and it is used to control the physical
system. The procedure may take several iterations. The
mathematical model of the system must be “simple enough”
so that it can be analyzed with available mathematical
techniques, and “accurate enough” to describe the important
aspects of the relevant dynamical behavior. It approximates
the behavior of a plant in the neighborhood of an operating
point or a region. The first mathematical model to describe
plant behavior for control purposes is attributed to J.C.
Maxwell who in 1868 used differential equations to explain
instability problems encountered with James Watt’s flyball
governor; the governor was introduced in 1769 to regulate
the speed of steam engine vehicles (the first feedback control
mechanism in the historical record is the water clock of
Ktesibios, 3rd century BC).

Control theory made significant strides in the past 150
years, with the use of frequency domain methods and
Laplace transforms in the 1930s and 1940s and the introduc-
tion of the state space analysis in the 1960s. Optimal control
in the 1950s and 1960s, stochastic, robust and adaptive
control methods in the 1960s to today, have made it pos-
sible to control more accurately, significantly more complex
dynamical systems than the original flyball governor. The
control methods and the underlying mathematical theory
were developed to meet the ever-increasing control needs of
our technology. The evolution in the control area was fueled
by three major needs:

a) The need to deal with increasingly complex dynamical
systems.

b) The need to accomplish increasingly more demanding
design requirements.

c) The need to attain these design requirements with less
precise advanced knowledge of the plant and its environment,
that is, the need to control under increased uncertainty.

The need to achieve the demanding control specifications
for increasingly complex dynamical systems has been ad-
dressed by using more complex mathematical models such
as nonlinear and stochastic ones, and by developing more
sophisticated design algorithms for, say, optimal control. The
use of highly complex mathematical models however, can
seriously inhibit our ability to develop control algorithms.
Fortunately, simpler plant models, for example linear models,
can be used in the control design; this is possible because of
the feedback used in control, which can tolerate significant
model uncertainties. Controllers can then be designed to meet
the specifications around an operating point, where the linear
model is valid and then via a scheduler a controller emerges
which can accomplish the control objectives over the whole
operating range. This is, for example, the method typically

used for aircraft flight control. In autonomous control systems
we need to significantly increase the operating range; we
must be able to deal effectively with significant uncertainties
in models of increasingly complex dynamical systems in
addition to increasing the validity range of our control meth-
ods. This will involve the use of intelligent decision-making
processes to generate control actions so that a performance
level is maintained even though there are drastic changes in
the operating conditions.

Figures 1-3 illustrate the evolution of controller towards
higher autonomy. There are needs today that cannot be

Fig. 1. Conventional Fixed Controller for Robust Control.

Fig. 2. Conventional Indirect Adaptive Controller.

Fig. 3. Highly Adaptive Controller for Autonomous Control.

successfully addressed with the existing conventional control
theory. They mainly pertain to the area of uncertainty.
Heuristic methods may be needed to tune the parameters of
an adaptive control law. New control laws to perform novel
control functions should be designed while the system is
in operation. Learning from past experience and planning
control actions may be necessary. Failure detection and
identification is needed. Many of these functions have been
performed, in the past, by human operators. To increase the
speed of response, to relieve the pilot from mundane tasks,



to protect operators from hazards, autonomy is desired. It
should be pointed out that several functions seen as parts of
an autonomous controller, have been performed in the past
by separate systems; examples include fault trees in chemical
process control for failure diagnosis and hazard analysis,
and control reconfiguration systems in aircrafts, planning the
sequence of order execution in steel mills and setting control
set-points.

III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR OPTIMAL
TRACKING AND REGULATION: A UNIFIED FRAMEWORK

FOR AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

Reinforcement learning (RL) has been widely used to
design feedback controllers for both discrete-time and
continuous-time dynamical systems. This technique allows
for the design of a class of adaptive controllers that learn
optimal control solutions forward in time, and without
knowing the full system dynamics. Integral Reinforcement
Learning (IRL) and off-policy RL algorithms for continuous-
time (CT) systems, and Q-learning and actor-critic structure
for discrete-time (DT) systems have been successfully used
to learn the optimal control solutions, online in real time.
The application of these methods, however, has been mostly
limited to the design of optimal regulators. Nevertheless, in
practice it is often required to force the states or outputs
of the system to track a reference (desired) trajectory. This
section proposes a unified framework for both tracking and
regulation problems to show how we can develop online
model-free RL algorithms to solve the tracking and regu-
lation control problem for both CT and DT systems.

A. Optimal Regulation/Tracking Control of CT Systems
The objective in optimal regulation (tracking) problem is

to make the system states go to zero (track a reference tra-
jectory) in an optimal manner by minimizing a performance
function.

Consider the nonlinear CT system,

9xptq � fpxptqq � gpxptqquptq, t ¥ 0, (1)

where xptq P Rn is the state vector, uptq P Rm is the control
input, fpxptqq P Rn�n and gpxptqq P Rn�m are the drift and
the input dynamics respectively.

For the optimal regulation, a general discounted perfor-
mance function for the system (1) can be defined as,

V pxptqq �
» 8

t

e�γpτ�tqpxTQx� uTRuqdτ,
where Q © 0, R ¡ 0 are user-defined matrices of appropriate
dimensions and γ ¥ 0 is the discount factor. On the other
hand, for the optimal tracking the desired trajectory xdptq is
assumed to be generated by a command generator function
hdpxdptqq P Rn such that,

9xdptq � hdpxdptqq.
Define the tracking error as, edptq � xptq � xdptq and a

general performance index as,

V pedptq, xdptqq �
» 8

t

e�γpτ�tqpeTdQed � uTRuqdτ, (2)

where γ ¡ 0 for the case of tracking. It is shown in [57],
[58] that by defining the augmented system state as,

Xptq � �
edptqT xdptqT

�T P R2n

and the augmented system dynamics become,

9Xptq � F pXptqq �GpXptqquptq (3)

with some nonlinear functions F pXptqq and GpXptqq. More-
over, the performance (2) in terms of the tracking error and
the control input becomes,

V pXptqq �
» 8

t

e�γpτ�tqpXTQTX � uTRuqdτ, (4)

with QT :�
�
Q 0
0 0

�
and 0 a zero matrix of appropriate

dimensions.
The differential equivalent of (4) gives,

V Tx pF pXq �GpXquq � γV pXq �XTQTX � uTRu � 0
(5)

where Vx :� BV pxq
BX . Therefore, the tracking problem is

transformed into a regulation problem with the augmented
system (3) and the performance function (4).Both tracking
and regulation problems are now defined in one framework.
In fact, in both of these problems, the goal is to find a control
input for a system in form (3) by minimizing the general
performance index (4). For the regulation problem in the
system (3), and performance (4), Xptq :� xptq P Rn and for
the tracking problem, Xptq :� �

edptqT xdptqT
�T P R2n.

1) IRL Method for Optimal Regulation/Tracking of CT
Systems: IRL [86]- [88] was the first RL algorithm developed
to formulate online optimal adaptive control methods for
continuous-time systems. These methods find the optimal
control solution online in real time without knowing the
system drift dynamics fpxq.

The idea is to write the performance function (4) in the
integral reinforcement form as,

V pXpt� T qq �
» t
t�T

e�γpτ�t�T q
�
XTQTX � uTRu

�
dτ

� e�γTV pXptqq,
with T ¡ 0 a sampling constant. This gives a unified track-
ing/regulation IRL Bellman equation. Using this Bellman
equation, the following IRL-based algorithm can be used
to solve the optimal tracking/regulation problem using only
partial knowledge about the system dynamics.

Algorithm 1: Online IRL algorithm for optimal regula-
tion/tracking control of CT systems

1: procedure
2: Given a control input uipXq, where i P N, find
VipXq using,

VipXpt� T qq �
» t
t�T

e�γpτ�t�T q
�
XTQTX � uTi Rui

�
dτ

� e�γTVipXptqq



3: Update the control policy using,

ui�1pXq � �1

2
R�1GT pXqVx, (6)

4: i � i� 1
5: end procedure

Synchronous policy iteration [85] can also be used to learn
the optimal policy. Algorithm requires the knowledge of the
input dynamics GpXq. The off-policy IRL algorithm [38],
[39], [53] can be extended to the discounted optimal control
to avoid requirement of the knowledge of GpXq.

2) Off-policy IRL Method for Optimal Regula-
tion/Tracking of CT Systems: Off-policy IRL algorithm
was first presented in [38], [39], [53] to develop optimal
regulators for completely unknown CT systems. Inspired by
[38], [39], [53] the system dynamics (3) is first written as,

9X � F pXq �GpXqui �GpXqpu� uiq. (7)

Taking the derivative across the closed-loop trajectories (7)
and using (5) and (6) one has,

9Vi � V TXipF �Guiq � V TXiGpu� uiq
� γVi �XTQTX � uTi Rui � 2uTi�1Rpu� uiq. (8)

Multiplying both sides of (8) by e�γpτ�tq and integrating
both sides yields the following off-policy IRL Bellman
equation,

e�γTVipXpt� T qq � VipXptqq �

�
» t�T
t

e�γpτ�tq
�
XTQTX � uTi Rui

�
dτ

�
» t�T
t

e�γpτ�tqui�1Rpu� uiqdτ.

This off-policy regulation/tracking Bellman equation can
be for Vi and ui�1 simultaneously without requiring any
knowledge of the system dynamics. The following algorithm
uses this Bellman equation to solve the optimal regula-
tion/tracking problem without requiring any knowledge of
the system dynamics,

Algorithm 2: Online Off-policy RL algorithm for solving
the tracking Hamilton-Jacobi equation

1: procedure
2: Solve the following Bellman equation for Vi, and
ui�1 simultaneously,

e�γTVipXpt� T qq � VipXptqq �

�
» t�T
t

e�γpτ�tq
�
XTQTX � uTi Rui

�
dτ

�
» t�T
t

e�γpτ�tqui�1Rpu� uiqdτ

3: Stop if a stopping criterion is met, otherwise set i �
i� 1 and goto 2.

4: end procedure

B. Optimal Regulation/Tracking of DT Systems

Consider the nonlinear DT system (similarly to (1)) as,

xpk � 1q � fpxpkqq � gpxpkqqupkq, k P N.

The performance function for the optimal regulation DT
problem can be defined as,

V pxpkqq �
8̧

i�k

γi�k
�
xpiqTQxpiq � upiqTRupiq�, (9)

where Q © 0, R ¡ 0 are user-defined matrices of appropriate
dimensions and 0   γ   1 is a discount factor. Similarly to
the CT systems, for the tracking problem of DT systems,
the desired reference trajectory is produced by the command
generator mode,

rpk � 1q � ψprpkqq.
The performance function (9) for the tracking problem is
written as,

V pxpkqq �
8̧

i�k

γi�k
�
epiqTQepiq � upiqTRupiq�

where epkq :� xpkq � rpkq is the tracking error. The aug-
mented system is then defined by following the developments
in [47] as,

Xpk � 1q � F pXpkqq �GpXpkqquk, (10)

for some nonlinear functions F pXpkqq, GpXpkqq.
By using the augmented system (10), the discounted

performance function for the DT problem can be defined
as,

V pXpkqq �
8̧

i�k

γi�k
�
XpiqTQ1Xpiq � upiqTRupiq� (11)

where Q1 :�
�
Q 0
0 0

�
. Now equation (11) can be written as

the following Bellman equation,

V pXpkqq � γV pXpk � 1qq �XpkqTQ1Xpkq
� upkqTRupkq. (12)

Now, both tracking and regulation problems are defined in
one framework. For the regulation problem in the system (10)
and performance (11), we need to set, Xpkq � xpkq P Rn

and for the tracking Xpkq � �
epkqT rpkqT �T P R2n. See

[47] and [48] for further developments.
1) Q-learning for Optimal Regulation/Tracking Control of

Linear DT Systems: Following the developments of [48],
[92] we assume that the augmented system (10) is linear
and has the form,

Xpk � 1q � AXpkq �Bupkq (13)

with a performance given by (11). Now we should define the
Q-function as,

QpXpkq, upkqq � XpkqTQ1Xpkq � upkqTRupkq
� γV pXpk � 1qq. (14)



After substituting the value function V pXpkqq �
XpkqTPXpkq with P the solution to the Riccati equation,
and the system (13) in (14) one has,

QpXpkq, upkqq ��
Xpkq
upkq

�T �
Q1 � γATPA γATPB
γBTPA R� γBTPB

� �
Xpkq
upkq

�
:� ZpkqTHZpkq, (15)

where Zpkq �
�
Xpkq
upkq

�
and H �

�
HXX HXu

HuX Huu

�
.

Using (14) and (15) for updating the Q-function and the
derivative of the Q-function for finding an improved control
policy, the following algorithm is developed,

Algorithm 3: Policy Iteration solution using the Linear
Quadratic Tracking (LQT) Q-function

1: procedure
2: Policy evaluation,

ZpkqTHj�1Zpkq � XpkqTQ1Xpkq
� pupkqjqTRupkqj � γZpk � 1qTHj�1Zpk � 1q

3: Policy improvement,

upkqj�1 � ��H�1
uu

�j�1
Hj�1
uX Xpkq

4: Stop if a stopping criterion is met, otherwise set j �
j � 1 and goto 2.

5: end procedure
Note that Algorithm 3 does not require any knowledge of
the system dynamics.

2) Actor-Critic Based RL Algorithm for Regula-
tion/Tracking of Nonlinear DT Systems: The actor-critic
[48] structure can be used to solve the optimal control
regulation/tracking problem online for nonlinear DT
systems. The critic network estimates the value function.
The actor represents a control policy and is updated to
minimize the value function.

The critic network: Using (12), the prediction error of
the regulation/tracking Bellman equation is defined as,

ecpkq � γV̂ pXpkqq �XpkqTQ1Xpkq � upkqTRupkq
� V̂ pXpk � 1qq, (16)

where V̂ pXpkqq � WT
1 φpXpkqq is the critic network with

W1 the weight vector and φ the activation function. It is
desired to select the weights of the critic network to minimize
the Bellman error (16). The update law for the critic weights
can be performed using least squares or gradient descent
methods.

The actor network: The actor network is written as a
neural network of the form,

ûpXpkqq �WT
2 ϕpXpkqq,

where W2 is the weight vector and ϕ is the activation
function. The actor is updated to minimize the value function.
This can be done by minimizing the error between a target
control input (which is obtained by minimizing the value

function) and the actual control input which is applied to the
system. Let the current estimation of the value function be
V̂ . Then, the target control input is obtained by minimizing
the right-hand-side of (12) which is,

ũpXpkqq � �1

2
GpXpkqqTR�1 BV̂ pXpk � 1qq

BXpk � 1q .

However, to obtain the value at time k � 1, the states are
required to be predicted by using a model network. But,
we do not use a model network to predict the future value.
Rather, we store the previous value of the system state and
the state value and try to minimize the error between the
target control input and the actual control input given current
actor and critic estimate weights while the previous stored
state Xpk � 1q is used as the input to the actor and critic.
That is to minimize,

eapkq � ũpXpk � 1qq � ûpk, k � 1q, (17)

where ûpk, k�1q :� ûpXpk�1q,W2pkqq is the output of the
actor network at time k�1 if the current network weights are
used. It is desired to select the weights of the actor network
to minimize (17). The update law for the actor weights can be
performed using least squares or gradient descent methods.

IV. MODEL-FREE PLUG-N-PLAY OPTIMIZATION
TECHNIQUES TO DESIGN AUTONOMOUS AND RESILIENT

COMPLEX SYSTEMS

This section will build upon the developments in the
previous sections and will show how to use machine intel-
ligence and especially Q-learning based approaches inspired
by the work of [90] to develop model-free approaches. Q-
learning was the first provably convergent direct optimal
adaptive control algorithm and is a model-free reinforcement
learning technique developed primarily for discrete-time sys-
tems [90]. The centralized Q-function in [90] depends on
both states and decision makers (controls) which means that
it already includes the information about the system and
the utility functions. Since it is more difficult to compute
policies from value functions than Q-functions, Q-learning
is preferred to value functions based algorithms (heuristic
dynamic programming [92]). Specifically, Q-learning can
be used to find an optimal action-selection policy based
on measurements of previous state and action observations
controlled using a “non-optimal policy”. It learns an action-
dependent value function that ultimately gives the expected
utility of taking a given action in a given state and following
the optimal policy thereafter. When such an action-dependent
value function is learned, the optimal policy can be computed
easily. The biggest strength of Q-learning is that it does
not require a model of the environment. It has been proven
in [90] that for any finite Markov Decision Process, Q-
learning eventually finds an optimal policy. To guarantee the
convergence of the iterative Q function in [90], the learning
rate sequence of the Q-learning algorithm is constrained to a
special class of positive series, where the sum of the positive
series is infinite and the corresponding quadratic sum is
required to be finite. Because of the strong constraints in



the learning rate sequence, the convergence properties of
the Q-learning algorithms are also constrained. Q-learning
at its simplest uses tables to store data. This very quickly
loses viability with increasing levels of complexity and
dimensionality of the system. This problem can be solved
effectively by using adapted neural networks as universal
approximators. Specifically, Q-learning can be improved
by using the universal function approximation property of
neural networks and especially in the context of approximate
dynamic programming [92] or neuro-dynamic programming
[14] that allows us to solve difficult optimization problems
online and forward in time. It is hence possible to apply the
algorithm to larger problems, even when the state space is
continuous, and infinitely large.

In continuous-time systems, things are harder and most
of the times one has to rely on discretization of the state
and the action space to apply such techniques, and as such
lose important information during discretization. Some early
work on continuous-time systems learning was done in
[9], [27]. The authors in [54] have established connections
between Q-learning and nonlinear control of continuous-time
models with general state and action space by observing
that the Q-function developed in [90] is an extension of
the Hamiltonian that appears in the minimum principle. A
variant of Q-learning that provides a model free approach for
continuous-time system has been proposed in [40] where the
authors have performed a policy iteration algorithm to use
repeatedly state and input information on some small fixed
time intervals. An ε-integral Q function has been used to
propose an ε-approximate Q-learning framework for solving
the linear quadratic regulator problem of continuous-time
systems in [50] but the authors can guarantee convergence
and uniform-ultimate boundedness stability only when the
initial policy is stabilizing. We note that the Hamilton-Jacobi
equations cannot be solved for complex nonlinear systems
with nonstandard, high performance measures. However,
neural network approximation techniques allow one to solve
these design equations approximately for complex systems
with actuator constraints and high-performance maneuvering.

The below model-free technique can be easily extended to
“single-player” optimization (optimal control), multi-agent
systems without adversaries etc. Here we will showcase
the scenario of uncertain agents in complex systems being
attacked by persistent adversaries. We shall use machine-
learning ideas, i.e. Q-learning based techniques, to find
model-free plug-n-play algorithms.

A. Problem Formulation

We consider a networked-system G, consisting of N agents
each modeled @i P N :� t1, . . . , Nu by the following
dynamics,

9xiptq � Axiptq �Biuiptq �Diviptq, t ¥ 0, (18)

where xiptq P Rn is a measurable state vector, uiptq P
Rmi , i P N :� t1, . . . , Nu is each control input (or
minimizing player as we shall see later), viptq P Rli , i P
N :� t1, . . . , Nu is each adversarial input (or maximizing

player as we shall see later), and A P Rn�n, Bi P Rn�mi ,
Di P Rn�li , i P N are the plant, control input and
adversarial input matrices respectively that will be considered
uncertain/unknown. It is assumed that the pairs pA,Biq, @i P
N are controllable. We have a total of 2N players/controllers
that select values for uiptq, t ¥ 0, i P N and viptq, t ¥
0, i P N . The agents in the network seek to cooperatively
asymptotically track the state of a leader node/exosystem
with dynamics 9x0 � Ax0, i.e. xiptq Ñ x0ptq,@i P N
while simultaneously satisfying user-defined distributed per-
formances.

Figure 4 shows one such networked system G consisting
of 10 agents with a leader node 0 pinned to node number 6.

Fig. 4. A networked system G with 10 agents and a leader node 0 pinned
to agent 6.

Now we shall proceed to the design of the user-defined
distributed performances. For that reason, we shall define
the following neighborhood tracking error for every agent,

ei :�
¸
jPNi

pxi � xjq � gipxi � x0q,@i P N , (19)

where gi P R� is the pinning gain that shows if an agent is
pinned to the leader node (i.e. gi � 0) and it is nonzero for
at least one node.

The dynamics of (19) are given by,

9ei � Aei � pdi � giqpBiui �Diviq
�
¸
jPNi

pBjuj �Djvjq,@i P N , (20)

with ei P Rn.
The cost functionals associated to each agent i P N , that

depend on the tracking error ei, the control ui, the controls
in the neighborhood of agent i given as, uNi

:� tuj : j P
Niu, the adversarial input vi and the adversarial inputs in the
neighborhood of agent i given as vNi :� tvj : j P Niu, have



the following form,

Jipeip0q;ui, uNi
, vi, vNi

q �
1

2

» 8

0

�
eTi Hiei � puTi Riiui � γ2iiv

T
i viq

�
¸
jPNi

puTj Rijuj � γ2ijv
T
j vjq

�
dt, @i P N , (21)

with user defined matrices Hi © 0, Rii ¡ 0, Rij © 0, @i, j P
N of appropriate dimensions, and γii, γij P R�, @i P N .

Hence, given a strongly connected graph G, we are inter-
ested in finding a graphical Nash equilibrium [12], [84], that
is translated to a saddle point u�i , v

�
i , for every agent i P N

in the sense that,

Jipeip0q;u�i , u�Ni
, vi, v

�
Ni
q ¤ Jipeip0q;u�i , u�Ni

, v�i , v
�
Ni
q

¤ Jipeip0q;ui, u�Ni
, v�i , v

�
Ni
q, @ui, vi i P N . (22)

This can be expressed by the following coupled distributed
optimization problems,

Jipeip0q;u�i , u�Ni
, v�i , v

�
Ni
q �

min
ui

max
vi

Jipeip0q;ui, u�Ni
, vi, v

�
Ni
q, @i P N ,

given the dynamics in (20).
Thus, the ultimate goal is to find the distributed optimal

value functions V �
i , @i P N defined by,

V �
i peiptqq :�

min
ui

max
vi

» 8

t

1

2

�
eTi Hiei � puTi Riiui � γ2iiv

T
i viq

�
¸
jPNi

puTj Rijuj � γ2ijv
T
j vjq

�
dt, @t,@i P N , (23)

but without any information of the system matrices A, Bi,
Di,@i P N and pinning gains gi, @i P N . First we
will define the Hamiltonian associated with each agent’s
neighborhood tracking error (20) and each V �

i given in (23)
as follows,

Hipei, ui, uNi
, vi, vNi

,
BV �

i

Bei q �
BV �

i

Bei
T�

Aei

� pdi � giqpBiui �Diviq �
¸
jPNi

pBjuj �Djvjq



� 1

2
eTi Hiei � 1

2

�
eTi Hiei � puTi Riiui � γ2iiv

T
i viq

�
¸
jPNi

puTj Rijuj � γ2ijv
T
j vjq



,@ei, ui, vi@i P N . (24)

After employing the stationarity conditions, in the Hamilto-
nian (24) we can find the saddle-point solution, i.e. BHip�q

Bui
�

0, and BHip�q
Bvi

� 0. Hence, the optimal control for each i P N
can be found to be,

u�i peiq � arg min
ui

Hipei, ui, uNi
, vi, vNi

,
BV �

i

Bei q

� �pdi � giqR�1
ii B

T
i

BV �
i

Bei , @ei, (25)

and the worst case adversarial input can be found to be,

v�i peiq � arg max
vi

Hipei, ui, uNi
, vi, vNi

,
BV �

i

Bei q

� pdi � giq
γ2ii

DT
i

BV �
i

Bei , @ei. (26)

The saddle-point solution (25)-(26) should satisfy the appro-
priate coupled Hamilton-Jacobi equations,

Hipei, u�i , u�Ni
, v�i , v

�
Ni
,
BV �

i

Bei q � 0,@i P N . (27)

The value functions can be represented as quadratic in the
neighborhood tracking error, i.e. V �

i peiq : Rn Ñ R,

V �
i peiq �

1

2
eTi Piei, @ei,@i P N , (28)

where Pi P Rn�n, @i P N are the unique symmetric pos-
itive definite matrices that solve the following complicated
distributed coupled equations,

eTi Pi

�
Aei � pdi � giq2pBiR�1

ii B
T
i �

1

γ2ii
DiD

T
i qPiei

�
¸
jPN

pdj � gjqpBjR�1
jj B

T
j �

1

γ2ii
DjD

T
j qPjej




�
�
Aei � pdi � giq2pBiR�1

ii B
T
i �

1

γ2ii
DiD

T
i qPiei

�
¸
jPN

pdj � gjqpBjR�1
jj B

T
j �

1

γ2ii
DjD

T
j qPjej


T
Piei

�
¸
jPNi

pdj � gjq2eTj PjpBjR�T
jj RijR

�1
jj B

T
j

� γ2ij
γ4jj

DjD
T
j qPjej

� pdi � giq2eTi PipBiRiiBTi �
1

γ2ii
DiD

T
i qPiei

� eTi Hiei � 0,@i P N . (29)

By using (28), the optimal control (25) for every agent i P N
can be written as,

u�i peiq � �pdi � giqR�1
ii B

T
i Piei, @ei, (30)

and the worst case adversarial input (26) for every agent
i P N can be written as,

v�i peiq �
pdi � giq
γ2ii

DT
i Piei, @ei. (31)

It is important to note that the equations (29), (30), (31),
are highly coupled, difficult to solve due to the cross terms
eTi ej and require complete knowledge of the system matrix
A, the input matrices Bi, Di, i P N and leader connection
information gi. we shall show a new cooperative Q-learning
based approach to solve the graphical Nash game problem
without any information of the system dynamics while atten-
uating persistent adversarial inputs, by adjusting parameters
in an adaptive way.



B. Q-learning Based Approach

The value functions (28) need to be parameterized as
functions of the neighborhood tracking error ei, the controls
ui and uNi and the adversarial inputs vi and vNi to represent
the distributed Q-function, i.e. cooperative learning, for each
agent in the game. The optimal value given by (28) after
adding the Hamiltonian from (24) can be written as the
following distributed Q-function or action-dependent value
Qipei, ui, uNi , vi, vNiq : Rn�mi�li�

°
jPNi

pmj�ljq Ñ R,

Qipei, ui, uNi
, vi, vNi

q :� V �
i peiq

�Hipei, ui, uNi
, vi, vNi

,
BV �

i

Bei q

� V �
i peiq �

BV �
i

Bei
T�

Aei � pdi � giqpBiui �Diviq

�
¸
jPNi

pBjuj �Djvjq



� 1

2

�
eTi Hiei � puTi Riiui � γ2iiv

T
i viq

�
¸
jPNi

puTj Rijuj � γ2ijv
T
j vjq



,

@ei, ui, uNi
, vi, vNi

, @i P N , (32)

where Hipei, ui, uNi , vi, vNi ,
BV �i
Bei

q is given by (24) and the
optimal cost is V �

i peiq � eTi Piei,@i P N . Each agent’s
distributed Q-function (32) can be written in a compact
quadratic in the neighborhood tracking error ei, controls
ui, uNi and adversarial inputs vi, vNi distributed form as in
(33) (next page), where 0 are zero matrices of appropriate di-
mensions, diag

�
Rij

�
jPNi

, diag
�
γij
�
jPNi

are stacked diag-
onal matrices, col

�
BTj Pi

�
jPNi

, col
�
DT
j Pi

�
jPNi

are stacked
column matrices, and row

�
PiBj

�
jPNi

, row
�
PiDj

�
jPNi

are
stacked row matrices.

In (33), the equivalences of Qip�q are straightforward
e.g. Qieiei � Pi � Hi � PiA � ATPi, Qieiui

�
pdi � giqPiBi, Qieivi

� pdi � giqPiDi, Qiuiui
� Rii,

Qivivi
� γ2ii etc. and positive definite matrices Q̄i P

Rpn�mi�li�
°

jPNi
pmj�ljqq�pn�mi�li�

°
jPNi

pmj�ljqq, @i P N .
A model free formulation of (30) can be found by solving
BQipei,ui,uNi

,vi,vNi
q

Bui
� 0 to write,

u�i peiq � arg min
ui

Qipei, ui, u�Ni
, vi, v

�
Ni
q

� �pQiuiui
q�1Qiuieiei, @i P N , (34)

and a model free formulation of (31) can be found by solving
BQipei,ui,uNi

,vi,vNi
q

Bvi
� 0 to write,

v�i peiq � arg max
vi

Qipei, ui, u�Ni
, vi, v

�
Ni
q

� pQivivi
q�1Qivieiei, @i P N , (35)

We shall use machine intelligence and especially an ac-
tor/critic framework to find (34)-(35).

The critic NN will approximate the distributed Q-function
(33), the control actor NN will approximate the optimal

controller (34) and the adversarial input actor NN will
approximate the worst-case adversarial input (35) of each
agent i P N . Specifically Q�

i pei, u�i , u�Ni
, v�i , v

�
Ni
q can be

written as,

Q�
i pei, u�i , u�Ni

, v�i , v
�
Ni
q � 1

2
zTi Q̄

izi, @i P N , (36)

or

Q�
i pei, u�i , u�Ni

, v�i , v
�
Ni
q � 1

2
vech

�
Q̄i
�T �

zi b zi
�
, @i P N ,

where, zi :� �
eTi uTi uTNi

vTi vTNi

�T
.

Now denote the vech
�
Q̄i
� P

R
1
2 pn�mi�li�

°
jPNi

pmj�ljqqpn�mi�li�
°

jPNi
pmj�ljq�1q

as a half-vectorization of the matrix Q̄i that returns a
column vector by stacking the elements of the diagonal and
upper triangular part of the symmetric matrix into a vector
where the off-diagonal elements are taken as 2Q̄iκ1κ2

and b
denotes the Kronecker product quadratic polynomial basis
vector.

By denoting as Wic :� vech
�
Q̄i
�

we can write (36) in a
compact form as,

Q�
i pei, u�i , u�Ni

, v�i , v
�
Ni
q �WT

ic

�
zi b zi

�
, @i P N ,

with Wic the ideal weights. Next we should estimate Q�
i ,

u�i and v�i with the following actual values for the critic NN
with Ŵic :� vech

� ˆ̄Qi
�
,

Q̂ipei, ui, uNi
, vi, vNi

q � ŴT
ic

�
zi b zi

�
, @i P N , (37)

where Ŵic are the estimated critic weights.
The control actor NN is given as

ûipeiq � ŴT
iaei, @i P N , (38)

where Ŵia P Rn�mi are the estimated actor weights, note
also that the neighborhood tracking error, ei, is serving as an
activation function for the action NN. Note that the optimal
value for each control actor NN is given by (34).

Finally for the adversarial actor NN we have

v̂ipeiq � ŴT
idei, @i P N , (39)

where Ŵid P Rn�li are the estimated actor weights, note
also that the neighborhood tracking error, ei, is serving as an
activation function for the action NN. Note that the optimal
value for each adversarial actor NN is given by (35).

By using integral reinforcement learning (see also previous
section), we can write

Q�
i peiptq, u�i ptq, u�Ni

ptq, v�i ptq, v�Ni
ptqq �

Q�peipt� T q, u�i pt� T q, u�Ni
pt� T q, v�i pt� T q, v�Ni

pt� T qq

� 1

2

» t
t�T

�
eTi Hiei � puTi Riiui � γ2iiv

T
i viq

�
¸
jPNi

puTj Rijuj � γ2ijv
T
j vjq

�
dτ, @i P N , (40)

where T P R� is a small fixed time interval that defines
how fast one measures the neighborhood tracking error ei,



Qipei, ui, uNi
, vi, vNi

q � 1

2
zTi�

������

Pi �Hi � PiA�ATPi pdi � giqPiBi �row
�
PiBjq pdi � giqPiDi �row

�
PiDj

�
jPNi

pdi � giqBTi Pi Rii 0 0 0
�col

�
BTj Pi

�
jPNi

0 diag
�
Rij

�
jPNi

0 0

pdi � giqDT
i Pi 0 0 γ2ii 0

�col
�
DT
j Pi

�
jPNi

0 0 0 diag
�
γ2ij
�
jPNi

�
������ zi

:� 1

2
zTi

�
������

Qieiei Qieiui
QieiuNi

Qieivi
QieivNi

Qiuiei Qiuiui
QiuiuNi

Qiuivi
QiuivNi

QiuNi
ei QiuNi

ui
QiuNi

uNi
QiuNi

vi
QiuNi

vNi

Qiviei Qiviui
QiviuNi

Qivivi
QivivNi

QivNi
ei QivNi

ui
QivNi

uNi
QivNi

vi
QivNi

vNi

�
������ zi :� 1

2
zTi Q̄izi, @zi, @i P N , (33)

9̂
Wic � �αic

�
ziptq b ziptq � zipt� T q b zipt� T q



�

1�
�
ziptq b ziptq � zipt� T q b zipt� T q


T�
ziptq b ziptq � zipt� T q b zipt� T q



2
ETi , @i P N ,

(41)

with

Ei :� Q̂ipeiptq, ûiptq, ûNiptq, v̂iptq, v̂Niptqq � Q̂ipeipt� T q, ûipt� T q, ûNipt� T q, v̂ipt� T q, v̂Nipt� T qq

� 1

2

» t
t�T

�
eTi Hiei � pûTi Riiûi � γ2iiv̂

T
i v̂iq �

¸
jPNi

pûTj Rij ûj � γ2ij v̂
T
j v̂jq

�
dτ

� ŴT
ic

�
ziptq b ziptq

�� 1

2

» t
t�T

�
eTi Hiei � pûTi Riiûi � γ2iiv̂

T
i v̂iq �

¸
jPNi

pûTj Rij ûj � γ2ij v̂
T
j ûjq

�
dτ

� ŴT
ic

�
zipt� T q b zipt� T q�.

the control ui, the adversarial input vi and the adversarial
inputs and controls in the neighborhood vNi

, uNi
.

Now we shall find tuning updates for Ŵic, Ŵia, and
Ŵid. By following adaptive control techniques as in [36]
we can find the gradient descent estimate of Ŵic for the
critic weights of each agent, as in (41) (next page), where
αic P R� is a constant gain that determines the speed of
critic neural network convergence. Similarly, the gradient
descent estimate of Ŵia for the control actor weights can
be constructed as,

9̂
Wia � �αiaei

�
ŴT
iaei � pQ̂iuiui

q�1Q̂iuieiei
�T
, @i P N ,

(42)

where αia P R� is a constant gain that determines the speed
of actor neural network convergence, and finally the gradient
descent estimate of Ŵid for the adversarial actor weights can
be constructed as,

9̂
Wid � �αidei

�
ŴT
idei � pQ̂ivivi

q�1Q̂ivieiei
�T
, @i P N ,

(43)

where αid P R� is a constant gain that determines the speed
of actor neural network convergence.

As one can see in order to enable full autonomy and
resiliency without any offline computations or exhaustive
modeling one can simply plug equations (37), (38), (39),
(41), (42) and (43) in every agent.

V. EXPERIMENTS USING APPROXIMATE OPTIMAL PATH
FOLLOWING WITH CONCURRENT LEARNING

Advances in sensing and computational capabilities have
enabled autonomous mobile robots to become vital assets
across multiple disciplines. This surge of interest over the
last few decades has drawn considerable attention to motion
control of autonomous vehicular systems. As the technology
matures, there is a desire to improve the performance (e.g.,
minimum control effort, time, distance) of such systems to
better achieve their objectives.

Guidance laws for autonomous vehicles are typically
divided into three categories: point regulation, trajectory
tracking, and path-following. Path-following refers to a class
of problems where the control objective is to converge to and
remain on a desired geometric path without the requirement
of temporal constraints (cf. [51], [59], [60]). Path-following
is ideal for applications intolerant of spatial error (e.g., nav-



igating cluttered environments, executing search patterns).
Path-following heuristically yields smoother convergence to
a desired path and reduces the risk of control saturation. A
path-following control structure can also alleviate difficulties
in the control of nonholonomic vehicles (cf. [59] and [23]).

Optimal control techniques have been applied to path-
following to improve path-following performance (cf. [31],
[44], [75], [78]). From a survey of such results, motivation
exists to provide emerging autonomous systems with an
online optimal feedback control approach for path-following
that can incorporates the system’s nonlinear dynamics within
the design to provide stability and performance guarantees.

In a similar manner as in the previous sections, the
optimal path-following problem can be formulated in terms
of the HJB equation using Bellman’s principle of optimality.
Motivated by the desire for optimal path-following, an ADP-
based controller can be developed for a unicycle-type mobile
robot where the optimal policy is parametrized by a neural
network (NN) [89]. Path-following is achieved by tracking a
virtual target placed on the desired path. The motion of the
virtual target is described by a predefined state-dependent
ordinary differential equation (cf. [24], [28], [51]). The state
associated with the virtual target’s location along the path is
unbounded due to the infinite time horizon of the guidance
law, which presents several challenges related to the use of
a NN.1 In addition, the vehicle requires a constant control
effort to remain on the path; therefore, any policy that results
in path-following also results in infinite cost, rendering the
associated control problem ill-defined (as in the tracking
problem discussion in the previous sections).

In this section and the work in [89], the motion of the
virtual target is redefined to facilitate the use of the NN,
and a modified control input is developed to render feasible
optimal policies. The cost function is formulated in terms of
the modified control and redefined virtual target motion, a
unique challenge not addressed in previous ADP literature.
The controller yields uniformly ultimately bounded (UUB)
convergence of the approximate policy to the optimal policy
and the vehicle state to the path while maintaining a desired
speed profile. Simulation results compare the policy obtained
using the developed technique to an offline numerical opti-
mal solution. The proposed method is also experimentally
validated on a differential drive mobile robot.

A. Problem Description

Path-following refers to a class of problems where the
control objective is to converge to and remain on a de-
sired geometric path. The desired path is not necessarily
parametrized by time, but by some convenient parameter
(e.g., path length). The path-following method in this section
utilizes a virtual target that moves along the desired path.
The location of the virtual target is determined by the path
parameter sp P R (e.g., arc length). It is convenient to select

1For an infinite horizon problem, time and hence the virtual target’s
location along the path do not lie on a compact set, and thus can not be
used as an input to a NN.

the arc length as the path parameter for a vehicle, since the
desired speed can be defined as unit length per unit time.

9θ � �κ 9sp � w,

For a nonholonomic vehicle moving in a plane, the kine-
matic error dynamics for the path tracking problem can be
expressed as [51], [89]

9x � 9sp pκy � 1q � v cos θ (44)
9y � �xκ 9sp � v sin θ

9θ � ωv � κ 9sp

where x, y P R denote the position of the vehicle in the plane,
θ P R denotes the orientation of the vehicle with respect to
a fixed coordinate system, v, wv P R denote the linear and
angular velocity of the vehicle, respectively, and κ P R is
the path curvature. The location of the virtual target can be
determined as described in [51], [89] as

9sp � vdes cos θ � k1x, (45)

where vdes P R is a desired positive, bounded and time-
invariant speed profile, and k1 P R is an adjustable positive
gain.

Assumption 1. The desired path is regular and C2 contin-
uous; hence, the path curvature κ is bounded and continu-
ous. l

To facilitate the subsequent control development, an aux-
iliary function φ : RÑ p�1, 1q is defined as

φ � tanh pk2spq , (46)

where k2 P R is a positive gain. From (45) and (46), the
time derivative of φ is

9φ � k2
�
1� φ2

� pvdes cos θ � k1xq . (47)

Note that the path curvature and desired speed profile can
be written as functions of φ.

Based on (44) and (45), auxiliary control inputs ve, we P R
are designed as

ve � v � vss, (48)
we � wv � wss,

where wss � κvdes and vss � vdes are computed based on
the control input required to remain on the path.

Substituting (45) and (48) into (44), and augmenting the
system state with (47), the closed-loop system is

9x � κyvdes cos θ � k1κxy � k1x� ve cos θ (49)
9y � vdes sin θ � κxvdes cos θ � k1κx

2 � ve sin θ
9θ � κvdes � κ pvdes cos θ � k1xq � we
9φ � k2

�
1� φ2

� pvdes cos θ � k1xq .
The closed-loop system in (49) can be rewritten in a control
affine form as in the previous sections as

9X � F pXq �G pXqu, (50)



where X � �
x y θ φ

�T P R4 is the state vector,
u � �

ve we
�T P R2 is the control vector, and the locally

Lipschitz functions F : R4 Ñ R4 and G : R4 Ñ R4�2 are
defined as

F pXq �

�
���

κyvdes cos θ � k1κxy � k1x
vdes sin θ � κxvdes cos θ � k1κx

2

κvdes � κ pvdes cos θ � k1xq
k2
�
1� φ2

� pvdes cos θ � k1xq

�
��� , (51)

G pXq �

�
���

cos pθq 0
sin pθq 0

0 1
0 0

�
��� .

B. Formulation of the Optimal Control Problem

The cost functional for the optimal path following control
problem considered in this section is defined as

J pX,uq �
8»
t

r pX pτq , u pτqq dτ, (52)

where r : R4 Ñ r0,8q is the local cost defined as

r pX,uq � XTQTX � uTRu

where QT and R are introduced in Section III-A. The
infinite-time scalar value function V : R4 Ñ r0,8q for this
problem can be written as

V pXq � min
uPU

8»
t

r pX pτq , u pτqq dτ, (53)

where U is the set of admissible control policies.
The objective of the optimal control problem is to deter-

mine the optimal policy u� that minimizes the cost functional
in (52) subject to the constraints in (50). The Hamiltonian is
defined as

H � r pX,u�q � BV
BX pF �Gu�q . (54)

Assuming a minimizing policy exists and the value function
is continuously differentiable, the value function satisfies the
HJB equation given as [46]

0 � BV
Bt �H, (55)

where BV
Bt � 0 since there exists no explicit dependence on

time. The optimal policy is derived from (55) as

u� � �1

2
R�1GT

� BV
BX


T
. (56)

As described in the previous sections, the analytical ex-
pression for the optimal controller in (56) requires knowledge
of the value function which is the solution to the HJB. Given
the kinematics in (51), it is unclear how to determine an
analytical solution to (55); hence, the subsequent develop-
ment focuses on the development of an approximate solution.
Specifically, over any compact domain χ � R4, the value

function V : R4 Ñ r0,8q can be represented by a single-
layer NN with L neurons as

V pXq �WTσ pXq � ε pXq , (57)

where W P RL is the ideal weight vector bounded above
by a known positive constant, σ : R4 Ñ RL is a bounded,
continuously differentiable activation function, and ε : R4 Ñ
R is the bounded, continuously differentiable function recon-
struction error. From (56) and (57), the optimal policy can
be represented as

u� � �1

2
R�1GT

�
σ1TW � ε1T

�
, (58)

where σ1 P RL�4 and ε1 P R1�4 are partial derivatives
with respect to the state. Based on (57) and (58), the value
function and optimal policy NN approximations are defined
as [42]

V̂ � ŴT
c σ, (59)

û � �1

2
R�1GTσ1T Ŵa, (60)

where Ŵc, Ŵa P RL are estimates of the ideal weight vector
W . The weight estimation errors are defined as W̃c �W �
Wc and W̃a � W � Wa. The NN approximation of the
Hamiltonian is given as

Ĥ � r pX, ûq � BV̂
BX pF �Gûq (61)

by substituting (59) and (60) into (54). The Bellman error
δ P R is defined as the error between the optimal and
approximate Hamiltonian and is given as

δ � Ĥ�H, (62)

where H � 0. Therefore, the Bellman error can be written
in a measurable form as

δ � r pX, ûq � ŴT
c ω, (63)

where ω � σ1 pF �Gûq P RL.

Assumption 2. There exists a set of sampled data points
tζj P χ|j � 1, 2, . . . , Nu such that @t P r0,8q,

rank

�
Ņ

j�1

ωjω
T
j

pj

�
� L, (64)

where pj �
b

1� ωTj ωj denotes the normalization constant,
and ωj refers to the expression defined after (63) evaluated
at the specified data point ζj . l

As discussed in [42], [43], the rank condition in (64)
cannot be guaranteed to hold a priori. However, heuristically,
the condition can be met by sampling redundant data, i.e.,
N " L. Based on Assumption 2, it can be shown that°N
j�1

ωjω
T
j

pj
¡ 0 such that

c }ξc}2 ¤ ξTc

�
ņ

j�1

ωjω
T
j

pj

�
ξc ¤ c }ξc}2 , @ξc P R4



even in the absence of persistent excitation (cf. [20] and
[21]).

The adaptive update law for Ŵc in (59) is given by

9̂
Wc � �Γ

�
ηc1

Bδ
BŴc

δ

p
� ηc2

N

Ņ

j�1

Bδj
BŴc

δj
pj

�
, (65)

where ηc1, ηc2 P R are positive adaptation gains, Γ P RL�L
is a positive and diagonal weighting matrix, Bδ

BŴc
is the

regressor matrix, and p �
?

1� ωTω is a normalization
constant. The structure of the concurrent learning-based
adaptive update law in (65) is motivated by the fact that
it yields a �W̃T

c W̃c in the derivative of the Lyapunov-
function candidate without requiring persistence of excitation
(cf. [42], [43]). The update law for Ŵa in (60) is given by

9̂
Wa � proj

!
�ηa

�
Ŵa � Ŵc

	)
, (66)

where ηa P R is a positive gain, and proj t�u is a smooth
projection operator [25]. Using the properties of the projec-
tion operator, the policy NN weight estimation errors are
bounded above by positive constants.

C. Simulation and Experimental Results

To demonstrate the performance of the developed ADP-
based guidance law, simulation and experimental results are
presented. Simulations allow the developed method to be
compared to other optimal solutions, whereas the experimen-
tal results demonstrate the real-time optimal performance.
For both, the vehicle is commanded to follow a figure eight
path with a desired speed of vdes � 0.25 m{s. The virtual
target is initially placed at the position corresponding to an
initial path parameter of sp p0q � 0 m, and the initial error
state is selected as e p0q � � �0.5 m �0.5 m π{2 rad

�T
.

Therefore, the initial augmented state is X p0q �� �0.5 m �0.5 m π{2 rad 0 m
�T

. The sampled data
points are selected on a 5� 5� 3� 3 grid about the origin.

The simulation result uses the kinematic model in (44) as
the simulated mobile robot. Since an analytical solution is not
feasible for this problem, the simulation results are directly
compared to results obtained by an offline optimal solver
GPOPS [67]. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that the state and
control trajectories (denoted by lines) approach the solution
found using the offline optimal solver (denoted by markers),
and Figure 7 shows the NN critic and actor weight estimates
converge to steady state values2. The true values of the ideal
NN network weights are unknown. However, after the NN
converges to a steady state value, the system trajectories and
control values obtained using the developed method correlate
with the system trajectories and control value of the offline
optimal solver. The overall performance of the controller is
demonstrated in the plot of the vehicle’s planar trajectory in
Figure 8.

2It takes ~125 seconds for the mobile robot to traverse the desired path.
However, all figures with the exception of the vehicle trajectory are plotted
only for 60 seconds to provide clarity on the transient response. The steady-
state response remains the same after the initial transient (~20 seconds).
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Fig. 5. The error state trajectory generated by the developed method is
shown as solid lines, and the collocation points from GPOPS are shown as
markers.
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Fig. 6. The control trajectory generated by the developed method is shown
as solid lines, and the collocation points from GPOPS are shown as markers.
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Fig. 7. The estimated NN weight trajectories generated by the developed
method in simulation.
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Fig. 8. The planar trajectory achieved by the developed method in
simulation.
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Fig. 9. The error state trajectory generated by the developed method
implemented on the Turtlebot.

Experimental results also demonstrate the ability of the
developed controller to perform on real-world hardware. The
ADP-based guidance law is implemented on a Turtlebot
wheeled mobile robot. Computation of the optimal guidance
law takes place on the Turtlebot’s on-board ASUS Eee PC
netbook with 1.8 GHz Intel Atom processor. The Turtlebot is
provided velocity commands from the guidance law where
the Turtlebot’s existing low-level controller minimizes the
velocity tracking error. Figure 9 shows convergences of the
error state to a ball about the origin. Figure 10 shows the
NN critic and actor weight estimates converge to steady state
values that are similar to the simulation result. The ability
of the mobile robot to track the desired path is demonstrated
in Figure 11.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This tutorial paper presented different state-of-the-art con-
trol approaches and theory for complex systems based on
machine intelligence in order to enable full autonomy. Given
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Fig. 10. The estimated NN weight trajectories generated by the developed
method implemented on the Turtlebot.
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Fig. 11. The planar trajectory achieved by the developed method imple-
mented on the Turtlebot.

the presence of modeling uncertainties, the unavailability
of the model, the possibility of cooperative/non-cooperative
goals and malicious attacks compromising the security of
networked teams, there is a need for approaches that respond
to situations not programmed or anticipated in design. The
integration of machine intelligence and human cognitive
models could advance the human-agent feedback loops while
optimizing performance and advancing data decision models.

There are several open questions that need to be addressed
in order to provide assurance for machine intelligence and
decision-making in complex, uncertain and dynamic envi-
ronments.

i) How do we go about realizing the properties that are
essential to autonomy in a safe, secure manner, to obtain a
resilient system that keeps performing well over the lifetime
of the control system?

ii) Could CPS provide an approach towards building
autonomous systems?

iii) How would autonomous control architectures look
like?

These are important open research problems. Approaches
that use CPS and energy like concepts such as passiv-
ity/dissipativity to preserve properties when subsystems are
interconnected offer some promise [8].
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